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Importance: High

Good morning,
There will be some changes to the 2021 Annual Report that will include the addition
and deletion of some data elements.
Through this email and its attachments I want to specifically address the changes in
how we will be collecting and reporting programming statistics for the annual report.
I will address other minor changes to the annual report in a subsequent email.
These changes (see attachments) were proposed by IMLS and were agreed upon by
the State Data Coordinators and the State Librarians from the 50 states and
territories. Pennsylvania, as well as the other states and territories, upload data from
their annual reports to IMLS for the purposes of gathering library statistics on the
national level. These changes are an effort to better understand the role and impact
of libraries in their communities.
It has been common practice that we (OCL) add the new questions to the annual
report immediately following approval of the new questions at the national level even
though it is not an expectation of IMLS.
By adding the questions to the 2021 Annual Report we will be able to trouble shoot
collecting and reporting issues in advance of the actual reporting year that the new
questions are required to be included, which will be reporting year 2022. The actual
changes will not appear on the LibPAS platform until December or January, so it is
important that you use the attached documents as a guide. The new data elements
will appear on the 2021 Annual Report once the updates are completed and LibPAS
is opened for data entry. 2021 will be a test run for the new data elements.
Do not be concerned that the new data elements will not reflect a full year of data. If
you can create a full year of data for an element that would be great, but if not, it is ok
to report what you can for 2021. The desire is that you become familiar with the new
data elements and what will be required to report.

 

I recommend that you review the new data elements and all definitions. I also suggest
that you begin collecting the new programming data in order to become familiar with
the questions and allow for sufficient time to develop your own data collecting
process.

There are 5 attachments to this email that will assist you with understanding the new
data elements for programming statistics:

New Programing Data Elements with Definitions (Excel Spreadsheet); this
spreadsheet includes the new questions within the context of some existing
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Sheet1

		DATA ELEMENT CHANGES FOR THE 2021 ANNUAL REPORT - PROGRAMS SECTION

				PROGRAMS		DEFINTIONS

				WHAT IS A PROGRAM?		A program is any planned event which introduces those attending to any of the broad range of library services or activities or which directly provides information to participants. Programs may cover use of the library, library services, and library tours, or provide cultural, recreational, or educational information, often designed to meet a specific social need. Examples of these types of programs include book clubs and summer reading events.  Count all programs that are sponsored or co-sponsored by the library. Do not include programs sponsored by other groups that use library facilities. If programs are offered as a series, count each program in the series. For example, a book club offered every two weeks, 24 weeks a year, should be counted as 24 programs. Exclude library activities delivered on a one-to-one basis, rather than to a group, such as one-to-one literacy tutoring, services to homebound, homework assistance, and mentoring activities. One-on-one activities should be counted in the Reference category.



		DATA ELEMENT QUESTIONS

		Current Line #		Synchronus (LIVE) Programs



		89a		Number of synchronus (live) program sessions targeted for Children ages birth-5.		A program session targeted at children ages 0-5 is any planned event for which the primary audience is infants, toddlers, or preschool-age children. Examples of these types of program sessions include, but are not limited to, story hours, every child ready to read programs, musical or sing-along events, and puppet shows. Include program sessions aimed at children ages 0-5 even if adult caregivers also attend. Each program session should only be counted in one age category based on its primary target audience.

		89b		Number of synchronus (live) program sessions targeted for Children ages 6- 11.		A program session targeted at children ages 6-11 is any planned event for which the primary audience is elementary-school-age children. Examples of these types of program sessions include, but are not limited to, story hours, science events, crafting classes, and summer reading events. Include program sessions aimed at children ages 6-11 even if adult caregivers also attend with the children. Each program session should only be counted in one age category based on its primary target audience.

		89		Total Children's Synchronus (live) Programs		Auto Sum of  89A + 89B

		90		Number of synchronus (live) program sessions targeted for Young Adults ages 12 - 18.		A young adult program session is any planned event for which the primary audience is young adults ages 12 to 18 years. Examples of these types of program sessions include, but are not limited to, book clubs, college prep programs, teen tech or gaming clubs, and summer reading events. Each program session should only be counted in one age category based on its primary target audience.

		91		Number of synchronus (live) program sessions targeted for Adults ages 19 or older.		An adult program session is any planned event for which the primary audience is adults age 19 or older. Examples of these types of program sessions include, but are not limited to, book discussions, citizenship classes, and lectures. Each program session should only be counted in one age category based on its primary target audience.

		NEW		Number of synchronus (live) General Interest program sessions for all age groups.  		A general interest program session is any planned event that is appropriate for any age group or multiple age groups. Include all-age, all-library, family, and intergenerational program sessions. Examples of these types of program sessions include, but are not limited to, family game nights, holiday events, storytelling programs, or chess clubs. Include all programs here that do not fit into the other age category elements. Each program session should only be counted in one age category based on its primary target audience; do not include program sessions here that have already been counted in earlier age category elements. Avoid including program sessions that are targeted at more than one non-adult age category (and are not targeted at adults); these should be counted in the child or young adult age category that best represents the target audience.

		AUTO CALC		Total Number of Synchronus Program Sessions. 		This is a total count of the number of synchronous (live) program sessions during the reporting period. See the Synchronous Program Sessions definition for more detail about what counts as a program session. If programs are offered as a series, count each program session in the series. For example, a film series offered once a week for eight weeks should be counted as eight program sessions. Include in-person onsite, in-person offsite, and virtual synchronous program sessions.  Each program session should only be counted once, regardless of the number of formats in which it is presented. For example, a program session that has both in-person and virtual attendance options should be counted as a single program session.



				Breakdown of Program Locations 



		NEW		Number of synchronus (live) in-person ONSITE program sessions.		An in-person onsite program session is any planned event that includes an in-person attendance option and takes place at library facilities. Examples include, but are not limited to, a job skills class in the library or a nature program on the library grounds. Regardless of the number of formats in which a program session is offered, each program session should only be counted once and in one format category. Include in-person   program sessions that also have a virtual attendance option and count them as a single program session. This figure is a subset of the Total Number of Synchronous Program Sessions. 

		NEW		Number of synchronus (live) in-person OFFSITE program sessions.		An in-person offsite program session is any planned event that includes an in-person attendance option and takes place somewhere other than the library or the library grounds. Examples include, but are not limited to, facilitating a book club at a local nursing home, hosting a storytime at a local farmer’s market, or visiting a school to present about library services. Regardless of the number of formats in which a program session is offered, each program session should only be counted once and in one format category. Include in-person program sessions that also have a virtual attendance option and count them as a single program session.

		NEW		Number of sysnchronus (live-streamed only) virtual program sessions.		A synchronous (live) virtual program session is any planned event that is streamed virtually and can be viewed live as it progresses (i.e., live-streaming). Regardless of the number of formats in which a program session is offered, each program session should only be counted once and in one format category. Include virtual program sessions that are also recorded. Include program sessions hosted on Facebook Premiere that are facilitated by a staff member. Count virtual program sessions at the administrative entity level; do not duplicate numbers at each branch. Exclude program sessions that also have an in-person component; these should be counted under Number Synchronous In-Person Onsite Program Sessions or Number of Synchronous In-Person Offsite Program Sessions





				ATTENDANCE SYNCHRONUS (LIVE) PROGRAMS



		92a		Attendance at synchronus (live) programs targeted at children ages 0-5.		The count of the audience at all program sessions for which the primary audience is children ages 0 to 5 years. Please count all attendees of these program sessions regardless of age.

		92aa		Attendance at synchronus (live) programs targeted at children ages 6-11.		The count of the audience at all program sessions for which the primary audience is children ages 6 to 11 years. Please count all attendees of these program sessions regardless of age.

		92		Total Children's Synchronus (LIVE) Program Attendance 		AUTO SUMM

		93		Attendance at Synchronus (LIVE) Programs targeted at young adults ages 12-18.		The count of the audience at all program sessions for which the primary audience is young adults ages 12-18. Please count all attendees of these program sessions regardless of age.

		94		Attendance at Synchronus (LIVE) Programs targeted at adults ages 19 or older.		The count of the audience at all program sessions for which the primary audience is adults age 19 or older. Please count all attendees of these program sessions regardless of age.

		NEW		Attendance at Synchronus (LIVE) General Interest Programs.		The count of the audience at program sessions that are appropriate for any age group or multiple age groups. Please count all attendees of these program sessions regardless of age.



				Breakdown of Program Attendance by Location



		NEW		 ATTENDANCE for Synchronus (live) in-person ONSITE program.		See defintion of  In-person ONSITE program above. 

		NEW		 ATTENDANCE for synchronus (live) in-person OFFSITE program sessions.		See defintion of  In-person OFFSITE program above. 

		NEW		 ATTENDANCE for Synchronus (live-streamed only) virtual programs. 		The count of live attendance at virtual program sessions. Regardless of the number of formats in which a program session is offered, each attendee or view should only be counted once. Each attendee should be counted in the format category in which they attended or viewed the program session. Count each participant device connected to a virtual program as a single attendee. For program sessions hosted on Facebook Live, YouTube Live, or similar platforms, count peak concurrent viewers. For those hosted on videoconferencing platforms, count the maximum number of non-staff participants during the session. For virtual program sessions that are also recorded for later, on-demand, asynchronous viewing, exclude views that occur after the session has ended; these should be counted under Total Views of Asynchronous Program Presentations (data element 630). For program sessions that also have an in-person component, exclude in-person attendance; this should be counted under Synchronous In-Person Onsite Program Attendance or Synchronous In-Person Offsite Program Attendance







				Asynchronus (recorded) Programs



		NEW		Total number of Asynchronus (recorded) Program Presentations		An asynchronous program presentation is any recording of program content that CANNOT be viewed live as it unfolds (i.e., on-demand streaming). Only include program presentations posted during the reporting period. Regardless of the number of platforms on which a presentation is posted, count each unique presentation only once. Include program sessions hosted on Facebook Premiere that are not facilitated by a staff member. Count asynchronous program presentations at the administrative entity level; do not duplicate numbers at each branch. Include recordings of synchronous program sessions that were available for asynchronous viewing after the session ended.

		NEW		Total views of asynchronus (recorded) Program Presentations with in 7 days of posting		The count of views of asynchronous program presentations for a period of seven (7) days after the presentation was posted, even if that period extends beyond the survey reporting period (or fiscal year). For program presentations made available via Facebook, count unique 1-minute views of each video. For those made available via other platforms, count unique views of each video. For program presentations that are recordings of synchronous virtual program sessions, exclude synchronous attendance; these should be counted under Synchronous In-Person Onsite Program Attendance, Synchronous In-Person Offsite Program Attendance, or Synchronous Virtual Program Attendance
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New Annual Report Data Elements (Programming)

Key Definitions and Terminology



What is a program for data collection purposes?

A program is any planned event which introduces those attending to any of the broad range of library services or activities or which directly provides information to participants. Programs may cover use of the library, library services, and library tours, or provide cultural, recreational, or educational information, often designed to meet a specific social need. Examples of these types of programs include book clubs and summer reading events.  Count all programs that are sponsored or co-sponsored by the library. Do not include programs sponsored by other groups that use library facilities. If programs are offered as a series, count each program in the series. For example, a book club offered every two weeks, 24 weeks a year, should be counted as 24 programs. Exclude library activities delivered on a one-to-one basis, rather than to a group, such as one-to-one literacy tutoring, services to homebound, homework assistance, and mentoring activities. One-on-one activities should be counted in the Reference category.

Program attendance is the count of all audience members at a program. For example, at a program for which the primary audience is children, you would also count any adults who attended the program with the children. At a YA program, you would also include the teens as well as any siblings who may have attended the program. At an adult program, include any children who attended.  Note: Do not count attendance at library activities that are delivered on a one-to-one basis, rather than to a group, such as one-to-one literacy tutoring, services to homebound, homework assistance, and mentoring activities.

Synchronous learning is online or distance education that happens in real time.

Asynchronous learning occurs through online channels without real-time interaction.

In-person ONSITE Programs (Synchronous)  These are traditional library programs. They are programs with people in attendance on library grounds. This would include inside the library building, any attached or detached meeting rooms, attached outside grounds, or any kind of bookmobile programming. Library staff directly lead or host a program while physically present with attendees

In-Person OFFSITE Program Sessions (Synchronous) These are programs with a live audience in a non-library location. Examples are programs for daycares, senior housing, fairgrounds, parades, etc. Do not count home delivery as programming.

Live-Virtual Program Sessions (Synchronous): Online events held in real time with a live audience present. Also known as synchronous events. An example would be a story hour, held before a live audience, on an online platform such as Zoom or Facebook Live. NOTE: If you hold a hybrid program that has a partial live in-house audience and a partial live online audience, count it as an In-Person onsite program session.

Pre-recorded Program Sessions (Asynchronous): A recording of a live, in-person or virtual program session posted for online viewing. This can also be a pre-recorded event created without a live audience and then played online. Also known as an asynchronous session.

A General Interest Program is a program that appeals to a wide audience from children to adults such as a family movie night intended for anyone.
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Is it a program?


All programs, whether in-person or virtual, must meet this definition: “A program is any planned event which 
introduces the group attending to any of the broad range of library services or activities, or which directly provides 
information to participants. Programs may also provide cultural, recreational, or educational information, often 
designed to meet a specific social need. They are sponsored or co-sponsored by the library.”


Is it offered online?


Depending on how it’s offered, it may count as synchronous, or asynchronous, or BOTH.


Can patrons attend the online session live?
Can patrons view a recording of


the program presentation?


Program Count


Count each program session in:


● Number of Synchronous Program Sessions by
age of target audience


● Total Number of Synchronous Program Sessions


● Synchronous Virtual Program Sessions


Attendance


Count each live view in:


● Attendance at Synchronous Programs by age of
targeted audience


● Total Attendance at Synchronous Programs


● Synchronous Virtual Program Attendance


Before the event, determine whether you’ll need to 
take action to note live attendance during the event. 
Certain platforms don’t separate live and recorded 
views in reporting/analytics. Others provide optimal 
live attendance counts through a downloaded report 
during or after the event.


– Count only views during the live event.


– Use the broadest count of views available for the
live event, often “peak” views, or total views.


– One device equals one view. Don’t multiply for
several family members attending through one
device, for example.


Program Count


Count each recording in Total Number of Asynchronous 
Program Presentations.


Views


Count each view in Total Views of Asynchronous Program 
Presentations Within 7 Days.


Take care to post recorded programming in a manner that 
allows you to track views. Some platforms (e.g., IGTV), don’t 
provide views for videos shared in a post with multiple 
photos and videos. Others (e.g., Google Drive) don’t track 
views of recordings at all. If a platform doesn’t provide views 
of its recordings, you might be able to post the recording on 
a platform that does track views (e.g., YouTube).


– If the recording was originally provided as a live program,
count it both as a Synchronous Program Session and as an
Asynchronous Program Presentation.


– Use the view count from the platform hosting the
recording. For example, a recorded Zoom meeting can be
hosted by Zoom itself, or uploaded to and hosted on
YouTube.


– The minimum viewing time varies by platform, ranging
from autoplay or 3 seconds (Vimeo, Twitter) to 30 second
(YouTube) to one minute (Facebook). If you can count only
views with a duration of at least one minute, do so.
Otherwise, use the view count provided.


– Do not include views occurring during the original live
program, if the program was originally offered live.


Guidance for Programming: Live Virtual and Recorded
Updated April 2021







Examples
Synchronous 


Program 
Session


Asynchronous 
Program 


Presentation


Library hosts a virtual book club discussion live on a meeting platform, 
but doesn’t record it. ✔


Library has a live storytime on social media/video sharing, but doesn’t 
make the recording public because of copyright concerns. ✔


Library pre-records a local history program, and uploads it to a social 
media/video sharing site. ✔


Library creates a podcast about new books, and makes it available on 
their website. ✔


Library pre-records storytimes, and posts them to a social media/video 
sharing site at a regular day and time. ✔


Library pre-records a craft program, and posts it to a social media site 
at an advertised time. A staff member responds in real time to 
comments on the post. 


✔


Library hosts an online talk and discussion by a local author, and then 
makes the recording available online. ✔ ✔


Library pre-records a craft program. On social media, a staff member 
introduces the video at a scheduled time, and interacts with attendees 
during the event. The recording remains available for viewing. 


✔ ✔


This guide was developed by a working group of state data coordinators in April 
2021. If you have questions, suggestions or concerns for this team, please 
contact:






EXAMPLE 1





		Audience

		Number of In-Person Onsite Program Sessions

		Number of In-Person Offsite Program Sessions

		Number of Live-Virtual Program Sessions

		Number of Prerecorded Program Sessions



		Targeted at Children ages 0 – 5

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Targeted at Children ages 6 – 11

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Targeted at Young Adults ages 12 – 18

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Targeted at Adults ages 19 or older

		 

		 

		 

		 



		General Interest Program Sessions

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Audience

		Attendance at In-Person Onsite Program Sessions

		Attendance at In-Person Offsite Program Sessions

		Attendance at Live-Virtual Program Sessions

		Attendance at Prerecorded Program Sessions



		Targeted at Children ages 0 – 5

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Targeted at Children ages 6 – 11

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Targeted at Young Adults ages 12 – 18

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Targeted at Adults ages 19 or older

		 

		 

		 

		 



		General Interest Program Sessions

		 

		 

		 

		 








readme



				This spreadsheet explains how to find the statistics needed to report attendance and views of virtual programming for the Public Libraries Survey.



				For guidance on...		...check this tab

				Zoom, Google Meet, WebEx, Adobe Connect, GoToMeeting, Microsoft Teams, Crowdcast		Videoconferencing

				YouTube, Vimeo		Video sharing

				Facebook, Instagram, Twitter		Social Media









				This document was prepared and shared in collaboration with State Data Coordinators.  July 2021





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Videoconferencing

		Platform		Description of Platform		Live Metric (Synchronous)		How to Find It		Recorded Metric (Asynchronous)		How to Find It		Helpful Links (Support, Tutorials)

		Zoom		Zoom is a video communication platform. It is cloud based and is used for teleconferencing ,and distance education. Price: Basic version is free. The Pro version is $149.90 a year per license, the business version is $199.80 a year per license and the Enterprise version is $199.90 a year per license.		Meetings: Participants - Number of participants that joined meetings hosted by on the account. 

Zoom Room: In-Room Participants - The amount of reported in-room participants overall in Zoom Rooms.		From your Zoom account page, under Admin, User Accounts, choose Reports from the lefthand menu, then select Usage on the Reports page. This will take you to a list of meetings within a date range (which you can adjust). Use the Participants number for the Zoom meeting you used for your event. 		Views: The number of times that someone viewed the recording page. This metric does not track the number of times the recording was played. Also, this metric does not count unique page views. In other words, if someone reloads the page, it will count as another view.		From your Zoom account page, select Recordings from the lefthand menu. On the Recordings page, click on Cloud Recordings. You will see a list of recordings for the date range (which can be adjusted). Select the recorded Zoom programs for which you want analytics, and then click Export. This will export a spreadsheet of the selected recordings, views and downloads. From the Cloud Recordings page, you can also click on specific recordings, then click Recording Analytics for a webpage report on views and downloads.		Meeting/Zoom Room Zoom Dashboard Statistics and Graphs

Cloud recordings Zoom Managing Cloud Recordings

Views of live virtual programs on Zoom: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11JttgLvOvw1dyh9kYdAgMKDEhozYHznH_qM27Ya4ZVE/edit?usp=sharing

		Google Meet		Google Meet is a video communication service with real-time meetings. You can share your video, desktop and presentations with others through your Google account. Price: Free for everyone at meet.google.com. If you don’t have a google account you can create one using your work or personal email address of your choice at no cost. If your organization uses Workspace Essentials, Business Plus, Enterprise Essentials, Enterprise Standard, Enterprise Plus, or Google Workspace for Education Plus license, you may have access to more attendance reports.		Participants: Number of participants that joined the meeting hosted by the account.		If you are using a free, non-organization-supported account, you will likely need to count participants while in the meeting. ...If your organization does have a work-related or education-related level of service, you'll have a few options for attendance tracking, which must be enabled by the organization. Visit the Google Meet support page for options.		N/A - Google Drive does not support functionality to retrieve recording views. The recording would have to be posted to another streaming platform and views tracked according to that platform.

Google Record a video meeting and View the activity on your Google Docs, Sheets & Slides - A Google Meet meeting can be recorded and shared, but the views cannot be tracked in Google Drive.		N/A		Track attendance in Google Meet		 

		GoToMeeting		GoToMeeting is a business-level meeting platform, similar in scope and function to Zoom. It may be provided free with a library's phone system.		Live Attendees: number of users who viewed the webinar as it happened

		Meeting attendance may be accessed via the meeting history, located in account settings on the web page. This is not accessible through the app; you must go to the website. For all live meetings, the meeting administrator should note the number of attendees during the meeting. Once the meeting is over (but before logging out), you may view the attendee list for the total number of meetings. ...You may also log in at https://global.gotowebinar.com. Scroll down to Analytics and click View Details. Click the Live tab, and see the number of attendees. You can filter for date range or search for a specific webinar. You can also export the report as a spreadsheet or .csv file.		Recording Attendees: number of users who viewed the webinar asynchronously (on demand) after it had been recorded

Meetings can be recorded. They are either stored on the GoToMeeting cloud where they can be accessed by a link, or downloaded to your desktop as a video file. The latter can be uploaded to any platform that accepts these files (Facebook, YouTube, etc).		Log in at https://global.gotowebinar.com. Scroll down to Analytics and click View Details. Click the Recording tab, and see the number of attendees. You can filter for date range or search for a specific webinar. You can also export the report as a spreadsheet or .csv file.		GoToMeeting: How do I view my event analytics?				 

		Microsoft Teams		Microsoft Teams is a cloud-based collaborative workspace that allows for chat-based communication, shared creation and editing of content, and phone/video meetings.		Count the number of people connected to the meeting or download a Microsoft Teams meeting attendance report during the meeting		During the meeting, click on the People (participants) pane, and then click on the download arrow icon in the upper righthand corner. This will give the meeting organizer a .csv file of the participants. The meeting organizer must have permission from the admin for access to these reports -- otherwise, the organizer can simply note the total. 		Views: the number of unique views after the event is completed.

According to Microsoft Stream FAQ (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/faq) “producer can see the total number of views across the lifetime of the video subject to the view count algorithm.”

Meetings can be recorded - they are stored in Sharepoint or OneDrive and can be shared via a link from there. The meeting organizer can download the video for uploading to other platforms.		From the lefthand navigation of the admin center, click Analytics & reports > Usage reports. On the View reports tab, under Report, select Teams live event usage. You can adjust the date range and also filter for events by a particular organizer. When you're done selecting, click Run Report. This will show you unique views over the date range. 		Live: Microsoft Teams meeting attendance report 

Recorded: Microsoft Teams live event usage report

Recorded and hosted via Microsoft Stream:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/faq

		WebEx		WebEx is a video communication platform that offers HD video, audio, screen sharing, file sharing, team messaging and whiteboard. It is cloud based. It is used for teleconferencing, and distance education.. Price: Basic version is free. The Starter version is $162 a year per host, the Business version is $323.40 a year per host and the Enterprise version cost is based on customer format..		Attended: Total number of Webex meeting attendees, including those attendees who join from a computer or mobile device and those attendees who join from telepresence or video devices.

WebEx is used primarily for non-recorded meetings, so a count is made during the presentation. This information is not stored per meeting, but as a whole for a set amount of time (4 weeks, 8 weeks, 6 months) and gives a total of the usage for that time.		Once logged in, go to My Webex > My Reports. You can specify search critera, including date range. The Summary Usage report includes number of invitees who attended.		Attended: Total number of Webex meeting attendees, including those attendees who join from a computer or mobile device and those attendees who join from telepresence or video devices.

Note: The Event Recording Report will display anonymous viewers if registration is not required for an event recording. The Event Recording Report will display the number of people who have viewed a recording if registration is not required; however, no other viewer information will be collected.		Once logged in, go to My Webex > My Reports. In the Webex Events section, click Event Recording Report and select the desired date range or other criteria. The report will display the number of anonymous viewers if registration is not required.		Generate Reports for Cisco WebEx Events		Live: Webex Meetings Usage Report Terms and Definitions Recorded: Event Recording Access Report Displays Anonymous Viewers

		Crowdcast		Crowdcast is a video communication platform that can be used for chat, meetings, webinars and conferences. 		Attended live: A live attendee is a person who shows up to watch a live crowdcast. If you have 60 people registered and 25 show up live during the event, then you have 25 live attendees.

		Under Date range, select a predefined range or set a custom range. You can set a range to show data up to a year, six months before and after the current date.		Although the platform is not designed for sharing pre-recorded videos, it is possible.

You could also technically record with no attendees and then provide the link to users to view after the event and use the “Watched replay” metric: watched replay at least once		From your dashboard, hover over the menu icon in the upper lefthand corner, and click Analytics on the menu. You'll get a list of events. Click on the event you want. This will bring you to a page of "Key Metrics," including live attendees and attendees who watched a replay.		Crowdcast What Analytics Are Provided? (video)

		Adobe Connect		A meeting platform, that in addition to allowing virtual meetings also has a pretty robust file sharing system allowing users to preload sharable content and attendees to download content as the meeting is occuring. Some issues with processing recorded content for later posting.		Number of attendees: Lists the name and e‑mail address of each meeting participant, as well as the time they entered the meeting and the time they left it.		From the Meeting Information page of a particular meeting, click Reports, which will include a Summary report. The Summary displays the number of attendees.  		Views		From the recorded Meeting Information page of a particular meeting, click Reports, which will include a Summary report that displays the number of viewers. You can also set some filters (such as a date range) for the report. Consult Adobe's Reports & Usage help page for detailed instructions.		Live: Adobe View meeting reports and analytics data

Recordings: Adobe View reports and usage information about uploaded content















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/360039656511-Dashboard-Statistics-and-Graphshttps://help.webex.com/en-us/b7bpy0/Generate-Reports-for-Cisco-Webex-Eventshttps://help.webex.com/en-us/ng1kl5s/Learn-the-Webex-Meetings-Usage-Report-Terms-and-Definitionshttps://docs.crowdcast.io/en/articles/791-what-is-considered-a-live-attendeehttps://docs.crowdcast.io/en/articles/3613562-can-i-share-pre-recorded-videoshttps://docs.crowdcast.io/en/articles/3961068-what-analytics-are-providedhttps://helpx.adobe.com/adobe-connect/using/user-guide.html/adobe-connect/using/viewing-data-content.ug.htmlhttps://helpx.adobe.com/adobe-connect/using/viewing-data-meetings.htmlhttps://support.google.com/meet/answer/10090454?hl=enhttps://support.google.com/meet/answer/9308681?hl=enhttps://support.google.com/meet/answer/10090454?hl=enhttps://global.gotowebinar.com/https://support.goto.com/webinar/help/view-webinar-analytics-g2w010037https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/meeting-attendance-reporthttps://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/faqhttps://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/meeting-attendance-report

Video Sharing

		Platform		Description of Platform		Live Metric (Synchronous)		How to Find It		Recorded Metric (Asynchronous)		How to Find It		Helpful Links (Support, Tutorials)

		YouTube		YouTube is a free video-sharing site for both viewing and sharing videos.		Peak Concurrent Views: The highest number of views during the stream. 		Two options for locating count of Peak Concurrent Views:
- When a stream finishes, you'll see this number along with other metrics.
- To obtain the count later:
1. Go to Analytics for the video.
2. Choose "See More."
3. Filter by Live/On demand.		Views: The number of legitimate views for your channels or videos.The consensus is that these are 30 second views, but YouTube doesn't explicitly state this. This number is a total of live and recorded views, so if a video was originally live you'll need to subtract the peak concurrent views to find this number.

		How to see views for the first 7 days
1. Login to YouTube
2. Click on your thumbnail in the upper right-hand corner, and select YouTube Studio.
3. Click Analytics in the left menu
4. Click Advanced Mode in the upper right-hand corner
5. Click Compare To, and choose First 24 Hours Video Performance
6. Click the date range in the upper left-hand corner
7. Select the general time period you want to see videos for, and click Apply
8. You may need to explore Top, Average, and Bottom Performing Videos to find all of them
9. Note the views listed for your video		Live: Peak Concurrent Views

Recorded: Views

Tracking YouTube Statistics (Joshua Muse)

		Vimeo		Platform supports all aspects of video creation and sharing. Basic free account available; paid accounts offer more features and functionality.		Peak viewers: the highest number of concurrent viewers on your stream in a 30 second window.		Two options for locating count.
- During streaming, metrics are displayed beneath stream preview. 
- After event ends, live stream is archived as video.
1. Click on Videos from left-hand menu.
2. Go to video you want, and click on More Actions (...) under the video tile.
3. Click Analytics.		Views: The number of times your video started “playing”. Counts the number of sessions in which a person has hit the play button on a video or the video auto-played.		1. Click on profile picture and select Analytics.
2. Views is displayed as metric on Analytics Dashboard.		Live: Peak Viewers

Recorded: Views











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2853833?hl=enhttps://vimeo.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360041092112-Live-Analytics-overview

Social Media

		Platform		Description of Platform		Live Metric (Synchronous)		How to Find It		Recorded Metric (Asynchronous)		How to Find It		Helpful Links (Support, Tutorials)

		Facebook		Facebook is a social networking website that allows registered users (individuals and organizations) to create profiles, upload photos and video, send messages and keep in touch with friends, family, colleagues, and/or the community.

Facebook Live lets you live stream events, performances and gatherings on Facebook. You can go live on Facebook from a profile, Page, group or event.

Price: Free to use but it can cost if you decide to pay for social media advertising.

Note: In April 2021, Facebook announced that Facebook Analytics will be retired in June 2021. We will update this guidance as soon as it becomes clear what options for retrieving metrics will remain.		Peak live viewers: highest number of viewers who viewed your live video for at least 3 seconds		From Creator Studio, choose Insights from the left sidebar. Filter dates, and scroll down to see a list of videos posted. Clicking on a video will open a window showing that video's performance stats, including peak live views.

Alternatively, from Creator Studio, choose Content Library from the left sidebar. Filter Post Type to Video Post - Live, and you will see a list of all videos that were broadcast live. Click on the video to the peak live views stat.		1-minute video views		From Creator Studio, choose Insights from the left sidebar. Filter dates, and scroll down to see a list of videos posted; stats for each video will be listed in columns to the right. Find the one-minute views for each video.		Facebook (for Media) Introducing New Metrics for Live Video Peak live viewers

Facebook (for Business) View Video Performance Insights in Creator Studio

Pulling Stats from Facebook (Kelli McDaniel, Piedmont Regional Library)

		Instagram; IGTV		Instagram is a photo- and video-sharing social media app. Using regular Instagram posts or Stories (posts that disappear after 24 hours), users can post videos up to 60 seconds in length.

Instagram Live allows for live-streaming up to four hours. Live videos used to completely disappear from your profile as soon as you end the broadcast, but they are now archived for 30 days.

IGTV allows Instagram users to create channels where they can upload videos between 15 seconds and 10 minutes long. Large accounts can upload videos that are up to 60 minutes long. When users share their IGTV video to their story, the first 15 seconds will play automatically.		Video view counts: A video's view count doesn't include video loops, and a view is counted when a video is watched for 3 seconds or more.		A video's view count is visible to anyone who can see the post. The view count is displayed below the video.

It's not possible to collect view counts as of a certain past date; therefore, it's important to collect live “video view counts” immediately following the live broadcast.Take a screenshot to preserve the data.		Not Recommended*
Video view counts.		A video's view count is visible to anyone who can see the post. The view count is displayed below the video.

To access metrics on archived posts, you will need Instagram Insights, which is only available with business or creator accounts and only on Instagram's mobile app. From Insights, go to the Content tab, scroll to your video, tap on it, and swipe up. You will see key metrics like how many views, likes, comments, etc. the post received. You can filter by time counting back from today (e.g., last 7 days, last 30 days, 3 months).		Video View Counts on Instagram 

Instagram Analytics for Business Accounts


View Insights on Your Instagram Posts

		Twitter (Periscope)		Periscope will be eliminated as of March 31st, 2021.  Broadcasting is still possible using Twitter Live and is accessible through the compose option 		Viewers: In the Periscope and Twitter iOS and Android apps, a viewer is counted as soon as they press play or join a broadcast full screen. Autoplay viewers are counted after a threshold of 3 seconds, which is consistent with how autoplay is tracked at Twitter.				Not Recommended*
Video Total Views: Total number of video views 
		Possible limit - only shows 3 months of data at a time? (This will not matter for the PLS as recorded views should be collected a mazimum of 7 days after it is available to users, assuming the ballot measure passes).		Viewers in Live: Twitter How viewership metrics are calculated on Periscope

Recorded: Twitter Interpreting the metrics

Twitter Analytics. Twitter has total views (50% of video on screen for at least two seconds), 25% video viewed, 50% viewed, 75% viewed, 100% viewed, and more.

Twitter Media Studio Analttics https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/media-studio-analytics







				*Not Recommended means that this platform's current options for tracking number of views are based on such a small period of time (3 seconds or more) that they are not meaningful metrics for counting engagement with programs.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































https://www.facebook.com/formedia/blog/introducing-new-metrics-for-live-videohttps://www.facebook.com/help/instagram/551909181643223https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/periscope-viewership-metrics


_______________________________________________
To unsubscribe, send a message to  papldirector-request@hslc.org with the word "unsubscribe" (without the quotes) in the subject line.
_______________________________________________
PAPLDIRECTOR mailing list
PAPLDIRECTOR@hslc.org
https://mail.hslc.org/mailman/listinfo/papldirector




questions. The actual sequence of the questions has not been determined at
this time.

Key Definitions and Terminology (PDF)

Example: Data Collection template – this document was shared and is an
example of a data collecting tool

Guidance for Programing: Live Virtual and Recorded

Platform-Specific Guidance for Online Attendance and Viewing

Please read the attached documents. Let us know if you have any questions.
 
Beth Bisbano l Library Development Advisor | State Data Coordinator
Office of Commonwealth Libraries | Pennsylvania Department of Education
333 Market Street l 14th Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17126
Phone: 717.783.5731 | Fax: 717.772.0044
www.statelibrary.pa.gov
 

http://www.statelibrary.pa.gov/

